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How do you write about tragic events, especially wartime atrocities or
brutal crimes and should you?
Trauma memoirs have increased. What is meant by ‘trauma’ differs.
Family historians and memoir writers have always been challenged by
whether or not to write about significant but emotionally overwhelming
events in their childhood or the lives of their relatives. Often these events
have been part of family secrets.
Trauma is the response to a deeply distressing or disturbing event that
overwhelms an individual's ability to cope, causes feelings of
helplessness, diminishes their sense of self and their ability to feel the full
range of emotions and experiences.
Q. How do you write about tragic events, especially wartime atrocities or
brutal crimes and should you?
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A. Many families have suffered extreme wartime situations, or have fled
as refugees from political or religious persecution. Often those who were
most affected, choose NOT to talk about those times. They may choose to
forgive but not forget. Or they may be dead, and have left only clues,
often in their original language or just photos with indecipherable
captions.
Are you ‘ taking over their story?’ by writing about them? Is this
appropriation? Or a legacy?
Be clear WHY you are writing this? Not for personal acknowledgement.
But to take the reader to another world for the length of the story and get
them to question,’What would I have done in those circumstances?’
Are you seeking to understand why it might have happened? And the
randomness of who survived senseless violence?
Often the content is disturbing, but that’s why it is so important that you
write it well.
A significant story is one where the individual (maybe one of your
ancestors) typifies a group who have not shared their genuine story
before.And we need to know ‘the ordinary person’s experience’ at
historic events.
SUBTEXT is an important technique: suggestions of what is going on
underneath. Subtext is the way to write violence without overwhelming
the reader or the writer. Subtext, or ‘understatement’ is a way to ’hint’.
e.g. ‘ My grandmother rarely spoke about that.’
Select anecdotes carefully.
Pace them.
TONE is the hardest to balance between tragedy and ‘lighter’ anecdotes.
A theme or idea thread might be Violence V Understanding.
Should you write? Yes.
Compassion is a survival skill and a writer needs to juxtapose the
senseless violence with later ability to analyse why it happened and ways
of preventing that from happening again. All about STRUCTURE. The
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subject may be serious, but the way you write about it still needs to be
paced or you’ll lose your readers.
Do you have a young potential reader? A child-friendly picture book
about wartime is challenging, but in ‘Grandma’s Grandad’s Camel’
Margaret Healey focused on how extra-ordinary, ex-farmboy soldier
‘heroes’ could be remembered by their descendants.
Avoid ‘melodrama’, this is the exaggeration and overloading of
adjectives to describe a situation. Only appropriate for satire, NOT for
genuine tragedy which needs to be under- written to enable the reader to
continue and yet to absorb the significance of what has happened.
Cathartic writing is when there is some control over the event by writing
about it. Also called ‘therapy’ writing. The ‘process’ of writing is
cathartic or ‘letting it out’. But necessary to be part of a supportive
writing workshop where you feel you can trust the others to accept why
as well as what you have written.
Adapted from Hazel Edwards’ ‘Complete Your Book in a Year’
(BookPod) Q and A section on difficulties faced by writers.
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